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Premium Edit
China economy rapidChina’s rapid economic growth growth leads has resulted to
in a dual-structured of society,. where There are large, prosperous cities
meanwhile coexist with poor and underdeveloped rural areas. On the one hand,
uUrban people dwellers have more wealth disposable toincome to spend in on
tourism, recreation, and leisure, ; while on the other hand, the peasants want to
makerural residents are desperately seeking more opportunities to earn a
livelihood money. In order an attempt to minimize narrow the this economic
distance gapbetween the urban and rural areas, in 1998, the central government
launched a rural tourism program to encourage the urban people dwellers to
consume increase their spending in rural areas. when theAccordingly, the National
Tourism Bureau’s made the themetheme of tourism offor that year as was
“tTouring in the Chinese cCountryside around China” in 1998 (Jiang & Zhang,
2006). In the late 1990s and early 2000s, many local governments around across
China, as well as including that of the city of Chengdu city, encouraged promoted
the development of various models of rural tourism with different models. In this
essayarticle, we are going to illustrate the development of the rural tourism,
recreation, and leisure in a suburban area of Chengdu City, to assess its the
implementimplementation of development activities and give provide a rationales
to itsfor the development.

Comment [A1]: It wasn’t very clear
what you meant by “consume.” I hope
my revision captures the meaning
accurately.
Comment [A2]: This revision is
grammatically sound and idiomatic.
The original title could likely imply that
the countryside around, and by that
understanding, the countryside outside
China is being referred to here. The
revision, instead, suggests that it is in
fact China’s countryside that is the
topic of discussion, not the countryside
outside the country.
Comment [A3]: You will have to shed
more light on this. How can rural
tourism etc. be carried out in a
suburban area of a city? Are you still
referring to the idea of urban dwellers
spending in rural areas? Please clarify
this point.
Comment [A4]: What exactly do you
mean by this? Will you be providing
reasons for the development? Please
clarify this point.
Also, you may want to clarify your
motivation for this study. Why did you
conduct this study and what are the
implications of your findings?
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